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This lavishly illustrated guide to iconography explains through words and pictures the history,
meaning, and purpose of Christian icons as well as the traditional methods that religious
painters use to create these luminous, spiritually enlivened works of art.Solrunn Nes, one of
Europe's most admired iconographers, illuminates the world of Christian icons, explaining the
motifs, gestures, and colors common to these profound symbols of faith. Nes explores in depth a
number of famous icons, including those of the Greater Feasts, the Mother of God, and a
number of the better-known saints, enriching her discussion with references to Scripture, early
Christian writings, and liturgy. She also leads readers through the process and techniques of
icon painting, showing each step with photographs, and includes more than fifty of her own
original works of art.Deeply inspiring and utterly unique, The Mystical Language of Icons will
inform both those who are familiar with the rich tradition of religious art and those who are not. It
also serves as a powerful devotional resource in its own right, one that Christians everywhere
can turn to again and again.

Theological Book Review"This beautifully illustrated book provides the reader with an excellent
guide to understanding icons. . . For anyone interested in the production and meaning of icons,
this book will be essential reading."New Directions"I guarantee you will not be disappointed by
the reproductions in this book of Solrunn Nes' icons. The colours are vibrant and the faces of the
figures arrest the attention of the viewer — as of course they should."Dallas Morning News"Nes
offers a fascinating survey of Christian icons . . . accompanied by full-color images of her
work."Touchstone"Solrunn Nes has produced a fine guide to iconography in her Mystical
Language of Icons. The book is lavishly illustrated in full color throughout with Nes's own icons,
each in the style of one of the various schools with which she is most conversant. All are striking
and luminous — and fully in accord with the objective canonical tradition. Her work reveals how
one committed prayerfully to the latter can nonetheless produce art of obvious creativity. This
book is unreservedly recommended."About the AuthorSolrunn Nes is an art historian, freelance
lecturer, andwriter. Her highly regarded iconography can be seen in suchplaces as Aylesford
Priory in England and St Paul's Churchin Bergen, Norway.
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other art, the art of the Orthodox Church developed within a particular culture and consequently
may only be understood in the context of its own history. At the same time there is something
timeless and universal about the icon. Its powerful mode of expression, which is both spiritual
and aesthetic, appeals to many people today. A more congenial ecumenical climate and the
greater mobility enjoyed by most people has contributed to an increasing interest in the church
traditions of other faiths. Many people of the Western world have come in contact with the art of
icons when travelling to Orthodox countries such as Greece, Bulgaria, Romania and Russia. As
well as representing a unique art experience, icons can also open the door to a spirituality that
fulfils a deep, religious need.The information society we live in produces a continuous stream of
intrusive and rapidly changing visual stimuli. The mass media makes it possible for images to be



devoured like consumer goods. And such a continuous, cursory stream of pictures has a
disturbing effect on people’s minds. Orthodox iconography has a form which inspires serenity
and a content which invites meditation. The fact that icons are now, in our time, thought worthy of
consideration is, not least, due to these contemplative qualities.The word icon comes from the
Greek eikon, meaning image. To separate art from other forms of pictorial art the Greeks use the
word agiografies-holy images - when they speak about this special form of sacred art. All
Orthodox art, irrespective of medium, is included in the icon concept; decorations executed on
walls, such as mosaics and frescoes, reliefs in wood, metal or ivory, book illuminations,
embroideries and enamel work. However, in English the word icon generally refers to a painting
in the Orthodox tradition using egg tempera on a prepared wooden panel.All the icons in this
book belong to the latter category. They are based on authorised, mainly Greek and Russian,
models and employ traditional motifs and techniques in their execution. The depiction of a new
icon is not an uncompromising process of making an exact copy, but rather a process of re-
creation in which the artist enters into a creative dialogue with the model. This type of modern
icon painting which is marked by both the past and present may be classified as New
Byzantinism.THE TECHNIQUE OF ICON PAINTINGPainting an icon in accordance with
Byzantine tradition is a painstaking and time consuming process which involves several different
craft techniques. A well-seasoned, solid wood panel without knots and cracks is used as the
base. Most of the icons presented in this book are painted on oak and beech, but pine, birch and
plywood are also used. If an icon is to be more than 35-40 cm wide, several small planks must
be glued together. Some need bracing with crossbars at the back to prevent warping. The front
of the panel is gouged out leaving a surrounding frame and a shallow recessed surface for the
motif. In the past this work was done with an axe and small plane, but today it is not unusual to
use modern tools such as a band saw, horizontal routing machine and sanding machine.Stage
1This solid beech panel is in one piece and measures 31 x 41 cm. It is braced because of its
width. The panel is 2.5 cm deep and has a border of 3.5 cm. The recessed surface is gouged
out with a routing machine and polished smooth with sandpaper. The panel is then given two
coats of glue size, made from one litre of water added to 75 grams of animal glue and heated to
70°C. Animal glue is obtainable as a powder or in wafers. Fish glue or gelatine may also be used
for this purpose.First the wood is coated several times with animal glue size to make it less
absorbent. Then the panel is covered with thin canvas and given a grounding of eight to ten
coats of animal glue, white colour pigment and chalk. Before the grounding is applied, it is
heated to ca 70°C. It is also an advantage to strain it to remove any coarse grains of sediment.
The panel must dry, and if necessary be polished down between each coat. The plaster-like
gesso forms an even and suitably absorbent base for the different layers of colour that will be
applied. In some cases, if the surface structure is especially fine and the quality of the wood
permits, the motif may be painted direct onto the wood. But first the surface must be grounded
with animal glue.The motif may be transferred to the panel using tracing paper, or sketched
direct onto it with a pencil or tempera colour. An icon is always painted systematically -



background to foreground.Stage 2Here the panel has been covered with a piece of fine cotton
cloth. The wood had already been given one coat of warm animal glue, and before this dried the
cloth was dipped in glue and pressed onto the base. Air bubbles are removed by pressing the
glue-soaked cotton on the surface using a circular movement of the fingers or a damp cloth.
When the cotton is dry, the edges are cleanly cut with a scalpel. Then eight to ten coats of the
grounding itself - a mixture of animal glue, chalk and titanium white colour pigment - is applied
and polished to a smooth finish.When the outline is completed, the next step is to decide
whether the background is to be painted or gilded. At times only the halo was gilded and the rest
of the background covered with a colour that harmonised with the other colours.The oldest and
most demanding, but also most effective, gilding technique makes it possible to burnish the gold
surface. To do this a special grounding containing clay and basalt is needed. This material,
called bole, has a paste-like consistency. Bole mixed with animal glue is heated and applied to
the area to be covered with gold leaf. Five to six coats of this grounding mixture are usually
enough. This is then polished with steel wool, fine emery paper and agate stone until it is quite
smooth. As even the tiniest dust particle or scratch will show when the extremely thin gold leaf is
applied, the groundwork must be meticulously carried out. Bole has a red brown colour that
shines through the gold and gives it a deep glow. The bole may also have a yellow ochre or
black colour.Stage 3At this stage preparation of the panel is complete and it is ready to use. The
intended motif - a Greek variant of Christ Pantocrator - was sketched in with pencil. As the icon is
to be gilded, the background was covered with red brown bole; five to six coats were needed.
This ground was then smoothed with sandpaper, polished with steel wool and the final finish
done with agate. If the bole becomes too dry, it will no longer work. At this phase the time factor
and the temperature of the room are crucial. Together with the animal glue, the ground will form
a kind of cushion which will support the gold when it is burnished.The gilding work itself requires
special equipment. As well as the burnishing tools a gilding cushion of chamois leather, a gilding
knife and a broad gilder’s tip is needed to handle the gold leaf. Touching the gold leaf with the
fingers makes it crumble and therefore it can only be handled indirectly. It is applied to the
undercoating with a mixture of thinned animal glue and technical spirit and later lightly brushed
with an acorn hair paintbrush to ensure that it is affixed. After a short time, dependent on room
temperature, the gold may be polished with agate stone. To achieve a high lustre, the presssure
used must be increased only gradually. In the Middle Ages the eyeteeth of wolves or bears were
used as polishing tools.Punching the halo breaks down the gilded surface and gives a special
decorative effect.Stage 4The gold (22 carat) is rolled out in thin wafers and may be bought as
loose gold leaf or as transfer gold. A book of gold leaf contains 24 wafers measuring 9 x 9 cm.
The loose gold leaf must be placed on a chamois leather cushion and cut with a special knife,
then lifted with the help of static electricity using a broad gilder’s tip. Transfer gold, pictured
above, is easier to handle, because it lies on thin paper and may be cut with scissors. The gold
is affixed to the undercoating with thinned animal glue and technical spirit. After a short time the
gold may be brushed lightly with a round acorn hair paintbrush and burnished with



agate.Another simpler gilding technique entails affixing the gold with an oil-based, slow drying
glue, but with this technique the gold cannot be burnished afterwards.In accordance with
century-old conventions icon painting is done with egg tempera. Colour pigments are mixed with
a binding material made of egg yolk, water and vinegar. The resulting emulsion makes the colour
half-transparent, and therefore several coats are needed to cover the white ground. As the
underlying colour layer will shine through and affect the next layer, work must be done
systematically so that the overlying colour is a lighter or darker shade of the previous coat.
During the work process, the colours are mixed continually on a porcelain palette. Even the
highlighting or shading of robes and skin is painted on a dark or half-dark base colour.An icon
may be painted using a relatively limited colour spectrum. The following colours form the
basis:Titanium whiteLight cadmium yellowYellow ochreChrome oxide greenBurnt siennaCobalt
greenLight cadmium redUltramarine blueDark cadmium redCobalt blueIndian redRaw
umbraIvory blackBurnt umbraStage 5After the background is gilded and the halo punched, the
base colour is applied. The emulsion is made of egg yolk and water (preferably distilled) mixed
in the proportions 1:1. The emulsion can be made stronger or thinner, depending on the stage
the work is at. A little vinegar keeps the egg fresh. The skin colour here is a combination of
yellow ochre and burnt sienna, with a touch of oxide green and light cadmium red. The blue is
ultramarine broken down with titanium white, ivory black, oxide green and yellow ochre. The red
is light cadmium red broken down with titanium white and yellow ochre. In general no colour is
unmixed.Colour pigments have varying absorbent and covering abilities. Some are transparent,
whereas others are opaque or half-opaque. Indian red, for example, will dominate black when
mixed. These individual characteristics must be taken into consideration when working. As
previously mentioned, modelling is carried out by a gradual building up from darker to lighter
shades. The egg tempera technique is well suited to achieving gradual transitions and fine
details. Finally the contours are defined and the highlighting carried out. The contrast between
light and dark areas may be further intensified by applying a dark glaze to the darkest
colours.Stage 6The base colours form the basis for further building up of lighter and darker
shades. The folds in the robes and the facial features - brow, eyes, nose, mouth and neck - are
outlined with a thin paintbrush. These first, delicate contours function as aids delineating colour
layers. To model the face and hands, a spectrum of dark, medium and light shades of the base
colour are mixed on the palette. By systematically working from darker to lighter shades, a fine
gradation from shaded areas to highlighted areas will appear. The drapery is built up in the same
way.Russian icons are somewhat different from Greek ones, both in style and in the manner the
egg tempera medium is used. In the Russian tradition the wooden panel lies flat during painting
so that many coats of unthinned base colour may be applied in a fluid state. This technique is
reminiscent of water colour painting, especially in the early stage. Some areas of colour may be
monochrome, something which is quite unusual in the Greek tradition. The icons of the
Novgorod school are known for their distinctive luminous, transparent effect. The figures are light
and elegant with an aura of spirituality. The icons of St George and Daniel in the Lions’ Den (pp.



88 and 89) and The Fiery Ascent of the Prophet Elijah (p. 62) are based on models from the
Novgorod school.Stage 7The area which is to form the underlayer for the final highlight has been
further defined. Correspondingly the shaded area has been made even darker with several thin
layers of glazing. The lightest shade on the face will cover the middle of the forehead, the area
just above the brow, the cheekbones, bridge of the nose, chin, ear lobes and certain areas of the
neck. The deepest skin colour will be along the outer edge of the face and neck, along each side
of the bridge of the nose, between the eyelid and brow, between the lower lip and throat and also
as a base for the beard and moustache. The placing and size of the pupils of the eyes are
decisive for the expression.Within the different Greek schools, (for example the Macedonian and
Cretan schools), much greater weight is placed on plasticity. The face, robes, scenery and
architecture have bold contours and to some extent dramatic contrasts. The figures are clearly
sculptured and combine energy and vitality. The panel does not lie flat during the work, but rests
on an easel or at a 45° angle on a table. Surplus colour is removed before painting. The
paintbrush also used is drier than in the Russian method, and the colour is applied in close,
quick strokes. The round icon of Christ Pantocrator (p. 24) and The Baptism of Christ (p. 67) are
based on models from the Cretan school.The icons depicted in this book draw on both the
Russian and the Greek traditions when it comes to painting technique and iconography.Stage
8This step shows the completed icon. The inscriptions have been given the same colour as the
border. The strictly stylised highlight is marked with thin, straight lines 1 - 2 mm apart. The
highlight colour derives from mixing white in the lightest shade of its local colour. The brow,
moustache and beard are painted with close, brown black lines on a golden brown ochre
background. The varnish is to protect the surface and it also gives the painting a brighter lustre.
In the old handbooks for icon painters there are many different recipes for varnish. Among the
ingredients used are linseed oil, olive oil, resin, honey and beeswax.BEAUTY AND TRUTHThe
Byzantine Empire, with Constantinople as its political and religious centre, forms the historical
background for the development of this special form of art. Constantinople - ‘the second Rome’ -
was founded in 330 AD by Constantine the Great, the first Christian Emperor of the Roman
Empire. After the Turkish invasion of the city in 1453, the Orthodox centre moved to Moscow -
‘the third Rome’.Russia’s Christian inheritance came from Byzantium. The Nestor chronicle tells
us how in 998 Prince Vladimir of Kiev chose Greek Orthodox Christianity as a unifying religion
for his people from the reports about how beautiful the services were that the Greeks celebrated.
Emissaries returned with impressions of different denominations, but after taking part in a
service in Hagia Sofia, Constantinople, they were overwhelmed and spontaneously declared:
‘We did not know whether we were in heaven or on earth. Such splendour and beauty are not
found anywhere on earth: it is impossible to describe. We only know that God was there among
the people.’ When nearly one thousand years later Dostoyevskij wrote: ‘Beauty shall save the
world,’ it was the outcome of a fundamental philosophical tenet that regards beauty and truth as
one.ART AND HOLY OBJECTSThe schematic and partly abstract use of form which
distinguishes the art of icons, corresponds to certain formal tendencies in modern painting:



namely simplification of composition, absence of naturalism and the illusion of space, and
emphasis on line and surface. In such a way those who are interested in art and knowledgeable
about modern art can assess iconography using purely aesthetic criteria. However, apart from
any such outwardly formal features in common, the very character of icons is far removed from
the assumptions that influence the production of a great deal of Western art.The notion that a
work shall represent something quite new, original and exceptional, reflects a view of art that
idealises the subjective. This opinion that has gradually become widespread lies behind the
attitude that Orthodox iconography is repetitious and bound by tradition. A recurring question is
therefore whether the icon painter may express anything of ‘his own’ in a work of art.An icon
painter living in the Middle Ages would not have understood such a question. He would probably
have spent many years acquiring the style of a special school, and the range of motifs was more
or less set beforehand. If he was connected to a workshop, the finished work would often be the
result of a collective effort. Perhaps an apprentice had been given the task of applying the
ground to the panel and grinding the colours. The Master himself gladly painted the most
exacting parts such as the face, hands and feet, while he left the robes to a painter who had
specialised in that work.The icon is a holy object, the form being merely a receptacle for the
content. And the content is determined by the Holy Scriptures and the Traditions of the Church.
That is why the work process is marked more by discipline than by inspiration.THE ICON’S
STATUS AND FUNCTIONThe icon is never complete in itself. It can never stand alone as an
autonomous work of art, but refers to a spiritual dimension and forms part of a concrete,
religious practice. As it expresses itself through a holy symbolic language, it cannot be read
without a knowledge of Orthodox theology and spirituality.An icon is conventional - it is rule-
bound in both form and content. It is presented in a standardised form which builds on
authorised models. Inasmuch as an icon shall pass on the official teachings of the Church, the
painter is not free to incorporate his/her own subjective interpretations into the work. An icon is
above the personal, it is an expression of the community’s faith, a faith which is shaped within
‘the fellowship of the saints’. Thus the icon painter is obliged to work in conformity with the
authorised models. In order to call a painting an icon, it must have the characteristics of
Orthodoxy; it must express the true teachings in visual form, just as preaching is expressed
verbally. (Orto doxia means true teaching, true praise.)The Eastern Church tradition places
words and images on an equal footing. The great theologian St John of Damascus (c. 675-749)
points out that ‘just as words encourage hearing, so do images stimulate the eyes’. He regards
words written in books as verbal icons. The text or speech expresses a mental picture. This
fundamental equivalence between words and images, between theology and iconography leads
implicitly to the forms being standardised. Both belief and a more precise definition of doctrine
illustrate such standardisation. A characteristic feature of iconography is that form is depicted
very consistently. With its specific rules for depiction, an icon is equivalent to language when it
attempts to define dogmas as exactly as possible. But neither words nor pictures can give a
completely satisfactory description of the substance of Christian faith. The mystery cannot be



explained in forms created by humans. However, as conveyors of divine revelations, the Holy
Scriptures and the Church Tradition impart spiritual truths. It is here that the icon appears as one
of several mediums the Church uses to communicate the Gospel.Because the icon has a
teaching function, it has been given canonical status. This applies within the autocephalous
Orthodox churches such as the Greek Orthodox and the Russian Orthodox. (Autocephalous
means independent, with own governing body.) Among Catholics with Byzantine rites, for
example the Greek Catholics in the Ukraine and the Melkites in the Middle East, sacred art has
a similar formalised position.The Western Catholic Church with Roman rites has an extremely
varied practice regarding images. There were various reasons why the development in the
Roman Catholic Church was so different from that of the Orthodox and Oriental churches. But
here too we find instances where icons may have a prominent position as cult images. For the
Poles, The Black Madonna in Czestochowa is the religious focal point of the nation.At the 7th
Ecumenical Council in Nicaea in 787 a century-long practice was given official approval. The
council fathers recorded that ‘The making of icons was not the creation of the painters, but an
accepted institution and tradition within the universal Church… The idea and tradition came from
the fathers, not from the painters. Only the art belongs to the painter, whereas the form without
doubt comes from the fathers who founded the Church.’The icon has also a dogmatic character
- it depicts visually that which the Church teaches verbally. A logical consequence of recognising
the teaching authority an icon has, is that the painter is subject to church discipline. To ensure
identification and continuity the same motif types have been handed down with remarkably
small variations. Fixed iconographic patterns and work methods have gone from master to
apprentice and gradually been compiled into painting handbooks. By faithfully recreating already
established composition systems, icon painters have administered a unique spiritual inheritance
that goes back to late Antiquity. Such a strict conservative practice has naturally had an effect on
the development of motifs. At the same time the many distinctive schools and regional nuances
bear witness to the fact that icon paintings have been modified by changing historical conditions
and the artistry of the individual painter. A living tradition is not static, but contains a dynamic
element. It is because of this that there is room within the icon tradition for further development
within certain set limits.The icon has a liturgical function - it constitutes an integral part of the life
of a service in the Orthodox Church. In conformity with the Byzantine image programme, the
interior of a church is decorated throughout with monumental frescoes or mosaics in the cupola,
the arches and on the walls. The iconostasis, which separates the choir from the nave, is also
decorated. The impression given by a fully decorated iconostasis with its many rows of carefully
planned motifs is overwhelming.The liturgical environment of the church is unique, because it
discloses a celestial reality that is revealed through the liturgical celebration. The Church
recreates in the present what Christ and the saints said and did in the past. Praise, prayers,
reciting the Gospel and the other holy texts and also partaking of the sacraments belong to a
dimension of experience which constitutes the liturgy. An icon that depicts the actual feast or
saint, is displayed and accessible for the veneration of the believers. According to St Basil the



Great (329-379) ‘the honour given to the image is transferred to its prototype’. St Athanasius of
Alexandria (295-373) expresses the same thought when he says ‘The person who bows to an
icon, bows to the king in it.’Among Orthodox Christians the icon also has a natural function as a
private devotional image. It provides a reminder of what it portrays, a consciousness of the past
in the present. In Russian homes the tradition is to place the house icon in the so-called
‘beautiful corner’ of the living room.The icon is didactic - it illustrates and teaches about events
and people in Bible and Church history. St John of Damascus was concerned that pictorial art
should make it easier for those who could not read to understand the Christian message: ‘What
the book is to the literate, the image is to the illiterate.’ As well as mediating knowledge about
belief an image may also stimulate feelings that lead to an inner arousal of belief. St John of
Damascus refers to his own experience when he writes: ‘I saw an icon depicting suffering, and I
was unable to pass it without weeping, because what was happening was imparted to me as if it
were real.’However, the icon is always more than an illustration with an educational goal. The
icon is holy because of its subject matter - namely Christ himself - the expressed image of God.
Christ is the first perfect icon from whom the saints gather their radiance, and the man-made
icon in its turn shall reflect this divine radiance.ICONOCLASM AND THE TRIUMPH OF
ORTHODOXY

Icons & Saints of the Eastern Orthodox Church Behold the Beauty of the Lord: Praying With
Icons
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Ry, “Interesting overview. The book is basically different icons, and explains their history and
meaning.Kind of neat, but not a theological or art treatise either.”

PtrIoannis, “Brilliant color, angelic prayer. The Norwegian icon writer, Solrunn Nes, has delivered
a treasury of photographed icon reproductions from authorized motifs in this cloth-bound 7 X 9
1/2 inch (11.5 X 24 cm). The author produced both the icons, using egg tempura on wood, and
English text. The book was published in the USA first by Eastern Christian Publications (2004),
and the year following (2005) by William B. Eerdmans of Grand Rapids, Michigan. Photography
by Sture Nepstad and cooperative design with Jan Ole Tveit reproduce 86 complete icons, not
counting an additional five or six photographic segments of icons that appear in the first chapter:
"The Icon - A Glimpse of the Divine" (pp. 7-21).Embossed paper stock provides sufficient sheen
to display matte tempura colors of the icons without glitz. Vibrant and accurate crimson reds,
royal blues, and metallic golds unfold the mystical Paradise into which the soul's eye might
enter.There are two elements to this book that I like most. First, the book adheres to the living
authority of the Church in icons, which signifies an equal footing that the "Eastern Church
tradition" (p. 13) extends to sacred words and images. Thus, the importance of the holy icon has
been established in several Ecumenical Councils, most notably the 7th Council (a succinct
summary of Nicaea II appears on p. 15).Nes discusses icons according to their canonical status.
Sacred icons are not art in a relative sense of meaning such as historical artifacts alone, without
also conveying one through the portal of the icon by way of its adherence to sacred tradition.
Moreover, Nes advances the view that holy icons profess how the Church blends testimonies of
Holy Scripture, sacred traditions, and prayerful union with the Holy Trinity, saints, and
angels.Second, Nes's "Presentation of Icon Motifs" has been arranged with catechesis in mind.
Nes presents Christ Pantocrator, "Ruler of all," as the first of 48 photographed Christ icons
passim, and the first of six introductory motifs: Pantocrator, Triptych with Deesis, King and High
Priest, Christ Emmanuel, Christ Enthroned, and the Mandylion. Four photographs of various
Pantocrator icons she has written include two icons from the Cretan school as well as a third
Greek variant written on driftwood, along with a fourth Serbian variant. In reference to
catechesis, the author's text introduces Christ by explaining the meaning of symbols and
colors.For example, in discussing the Pantocrator, Nes identifies the two robes that Christ wears
as symbols of his divine and human natures. By linking her description of symbols to the
"energies" of Christ and selected passages from Hebrew (O.T.) and Christian (N.T.) Scriptures,
Nes harmonizes what she writes in images and words according to the ancient tradition of icon
writers, which included the Apostles John the Theologian and Thomas.Catechesis begins with a
total of six motifs devoted to Christ, followed by a single icon of the Holy Trinity from the
Novgorod school (Russia, 12th-16th centuries). Her icon of the Holy Trinity bears the
characteristic emerald green, fiery crimson, and majestic yellow colors of the Novgorod school,



without also conveying an heretical inequality in images of the Persons of the Holy Trinity such
as appeared in some medieval Novgorod icons.Orthodox doctrine of the Holy Trinity corrected
medieval heresies. In particular, an equality of Persons survives in the celebrated Holy Trinity
icon by Andrei Rublev (15th century). Similar to Rublev, Nes deletes Abraham and Sarah from
the icon's narrative. However, her icon differs from Rublev by adhering to colors of the Novgorod
school and by adding a cross to the central figure's halo along with the Greek article "o = the"
and the Greek verb 'to be' All features of relational communication remain intact in this icon.Eight
icon motifs are devoted to the Holy Mother of God, the Theotokos. In addition, the Blessed
Theotokos appears as prominent in seven icons that represent motifs from the ministry of Christ.
In all, the Theotokos displays varied parts of service to Christ in 15 of Nes's icons selected for
this book. Perhaps space did not permit including in text the traditions and pious translations of
icons such as "Our Lady of the Sign," "Mother of God Platytera," and "Mother of God
Hodegetria." Nevertheless, Nes and her co-designer, Tveit, still provide room to explain colors
and symbols in each icon and devote more space to photographs. If readers seek information
about traditions and translations of the models for these motif examples written by Nes, which
are miracle-working icons from Russia, Crete-Greece, Macedonia-Greece, and Serbia, they
must look elsewhere.Nes links the motifs of St. George and the Dragon (p.88) and the Prophet
Daniel in the Lion's Den (p.89)--a link which emphasizes the Church's doctrine of a continuous
thread of Patriarch/Matriarchs, Kings, Prophets, and Christian Martyrs that began witnessing
Christ when time began. She concludes with icons and discussion of angels as well as important
Christian saints that are common to every Orthodox Synaxarion.One page each for reviews by
noted Norwegian critics, an author biography, and significant texts pertaining to holy icons
conclude the 112 pages of text. Christian education for children and adults will employ this text
for age-related purposes. Children from age 5 or 6 up and adults can employ the icons for
sketching beneath tracing (translucent) paper. The text can serve as an introductory text of icon
motifs as well as advanced text for theological inquiry.”

J. P. Missad, “Arrived quickly. This book is a must have for those who enjoy icons. There's some
history and technical information about icons that is fascinating and the pictures are out of this
world.  Beautiful!!”

David L, “Great introduction to icons. Full of information and explanation. I enjoyed the many
examples of the vast array of icon subjects and their traditional representations.”

Lee Shing Kit, “User friendly I introduction for the language of icon.. It is a good book for idiots of
icon. The author presented each icon in detail, such as the message which the icon intended to
be announce ! I give it five stars because it is readable for foreigner such as I who is a non-native
English reader! However, it is lesser to take about the historical element with each icon.
Therefore, it is only an introduction for icon beginner!”



Robert K. Warski, “Informative and Inspirational. I read "The Language of Icons" with the
intention of learning more about the mode of religious art most characteristic of Eastern
Christianity. The book far exceeded my expectations. I learned more about icons than I ever
would have hoped. The reproductions of representative icons were beautiful and luminous.
Moreover, the text was deeply spiritual and inspiring. The reader is drawn to meditate on the
Christian message that the icons symbolize. There are books that are informative and books that
are inspiring.  This book manages to be both.”

Liz great app highly recommend, “Informative. I will be teaching on the subject of Icons for our
parish VBS and found this book to be just what I was looking for. Not only does it give very
discriptive, how to's on creating icons, it has very detail explanations on various icons and thier
meanings. Anyone that has an interest on this topic, I would highly recommend this book!!!”

trebor, “This is a superior look at the meaning of the symbolic language in .... This is a superior
look at the meaning of the symbolic language in the writings of Icons with an exhaustive
collection of icons from many parts of the world with a good explanation of how they are
venerated and not worshiped. A must read if you are interested how they effect ones spiritual
life.”

Bluewoodsmoke, “Wonderful book by a Master Icon Writer. This beautifully produced book is
deceptively simple in its description of the icons included. Re-reading really repays the attention,
and the more time you spend with the images themselves, the more there is to find. Solrunn Nes
has taken both Russian and Greek traditions to find her own interpretation of the style in which
the icons can be shown, and the result is pure and clean. All the images in the book are her
work, and all are true to the old traditions and images. It is wonderful to see how a modern icon
writer can remain so true to the integrity of each representation, yet bring her own artistic
judgement and creativity to enlarge it for a 21st century sensibility. The book itself is a small
masterpiece, each icon beautifully described, its essence quietly shown in words. Highly
recommended!”

John H, “A beautiful guide to Eastern Orthodox iconography. A beautiful and rewarding guide to
(literal) iconography, by the Norwegian icon painter Solrunn Nes.The book opens with an
introduction to the history and function of icons, and the technique of icon painting. The bulk of
the book then consists of descriptions (and theological explanations) of over fifty icon motifs,
lavishly illustrated with examples from Nes’s own work.I should think you'll want to buy a printed
copy of this rather than the Kindle version, to appreciate the illustrations most fully.”

Boblem, “Great book to understand the basics of Iconography. The book is great, well printed
with all color images. The author did a great job explaining Iconography. The shipper did
package the book well and it arrived on time and in super conditions. I definitely recommend this



book and seller.”

Multip, “Great book!. This is a fantastic beginner's guide to understanding the symbolism and
history behind icons. It tells what all the common imagery represents and details many of the
more common motifs.  It makes iconography a very understandable art to the beginner!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 106 people have provided feedback.
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